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Senior running back
Kyle Wess named
GCS player of the week.
PAGE 2b
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AMANDA PRUITT
assistant editor

EnrollmentTops6,ooo, UpFor20th
Year
E
Jim R ul £2006
studies program have spiked in Searcy'~ campus. Al.on~ with the
enrollment. Since 2004, graduate profess10nal ~enters u_i Little Rocle
enrollment has increased from and ~tonville, ~alsooffus
1,535 to 2,060.
classes m Nashville, Helena-West
"To me, it's what can we offer," Helena and Clarksville, Ark
said Pat Bashaw, chairman of
Bashaw said while the location
the Education Gi;aduate Studies of the graduate classes hs helped
program. "We just teach from a enrollment, the pers(;mal service
Christian perspective, and it seems offered by employees at Harding's
to be something people want."
graduate offices has been one of
Searcy is not the only home to the greatest benefits

Bashaw said Harding's Educational
Leadership program is now the
largest in the state.

of
said. "Students call, and they get
help. They have questions and get
their questions answered. To us,
~t:s being a Chri~ti~. To them,
its customer service.
Bashaw said the quality of
education offered from Harding
has also attributed to graduate enTcrollmentSgrowth. Thhe Edhucational
esting ervice, w ic monitors
national teaching exams, has
· cl
d H d. '
condststen ydreporte
ar bmgs
gra uate stu ents scoring a ove
the state and national average.

from science and reading, Bashaw
said Harding hopes to add an additionaleducationspecialistdegree
in counseling and an educational
doctorate degree in the near future.
The doctorate program would be
in education administration.
Other Harding graduate studies,
including the business program
and the recently added physician
h
assistant program, ave.grown a
combined 50 students since Fall
.
of 2005.

Harding University enrollment topped 6,000 students
for the first time in the school's
82-year history, according to a
statement released by the school
Sept. 15. The number also marks
the increase of enrollment for the
20th consecutive year.
The announced enrollment
of 6, 108 is more than a two
percent increase over last fall's tion through Harding. Within the
last decade, Harding has added
total of 5,980.
Much of the recent growth the North Little Rock Profeshas been fueled by the growth sional Center and the Northwest
of Harding's graduate education Arkansas Professional Center in
Bentonville. The Bentonville loprograms.
While the enrollment totals of cation opened just last year with
incoming freshman and transfers four classrooms, and Bashaw said
have decreased nearly 50 students the department hopes to expand
between 2005 and 2006 according the campus because of expected
to a recent enrollment analysis e nrollment growth.
Most of Harding's graduate
report released by the Office
of the Presidents, the graduate students do not attend classes on
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"We just teach from a Christian
perspective and it seems to be
somethi~g people want."
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Freshman: 919

studies program
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Continuing: 2932
Post Baccalaureate: 15
ti&tfJiaI~: 4048

Graduate:
.Mempliis: 221
M.Min and MFT: 48
Bqs~ess: 160 .
Ed~tion~ 1591
P.A.:40

Sub..Totals: 2275

Professor Seeks Life On·Mars HU To Offer
New Program
In Africa
LINDSEY LOWE
news editor
Dr. Jeff Hopper, dean of
international programs, and Dr.
Monte Cox, director of the center
for world missions, will present
information regarding Harding's
new International program, HIZ,
Harding in Zambia, to the student body in chapel
Oct. 2.
The HIZ program
will be located at the
Namwianga mission
near Kolomo, Zambia,
and the group will visit
Victoria Falls, a game
park, several places in
Kenya and Tanzania,
the Serengheti and
Mount Kilimanjaro,
Hopper said.
This program differs from the others because it has
strong health care and pre-student
teaching components that target
nursing, pre-med, PA, pharmacy
and pre-dentistry students, as well
as education students, Hopper
said.
"The mission at Namwianga
has extensive opportunities, with
three different schools," Hopper
said. "Our education students
will be put at the disposal of the
teachers in the school to learn how
to assist the Zambian students in
their education."
According to Hopper, HIZ is
•
CRAIG RAINBOLTrrhe Bison
also designed for students interDr. Ed Wilson, professor of chemistry, and Etosha Cave, recent graduate of Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering, tinker with a BioGAS, one of
ested in missions, and Cox has
two instruments designed by Wilson to test for the possibility of life forms on Mars. Cave will test the instruments in Antarctica in Mars-like conditions.
helped with plans for this aspect
of the trip.
"I've been heavily involved
in the program thus far," Cox
said. "This has been a long-time
dream of several of us on the
produced. T h e instruments,
"It's difficult to r~produce the atmosphere of Antarctica and faculty who have African missions
MELISSA MCDONALD
a Biogenic Absorption Spec- conditions of Mars on Earth, see how large a distance she can experience."
assistant news editor
At the end of the semester, Cox
trometer (BioGAS) and a UV- but Antarctica has the same cover with the instrument before
will
lead the students through a
For some, the idea oflife on Visible Spectrometer, are still approximate temperatures that it starts to fail," Wilson said.
missions-outpost
tour during which
other planets is inconceivable. For , in the testing phase. Despite Mars does, like 60 degrees below ''And [we have to] determine if
they
will
visit
several
mission sites,
others, the concept is laughable the presence of gases OQ. Mars freezing," Wilson said. "And it will even work in 60 degrees
Hopper
said.
but limited to little green men. that would be evidence of some it's a desert region: there's not below freezing. It's very dusty
"[The students will] get to meet
For Dr. Ed Wilson, professor sort of life form, many variables much water on Mars and the and dry down there, and the
a
variety
ofmissionaries and see a
of chemistry, and the students still exist.
water in Antarctica is frozen in wind is harsh."
variety
of
missionary methods,"
that work with him, the idea is
Testing the instrument will snow and ice."
The instrument has been tested
Hopper
said.
"They'll also get a
be Etosha Cave, recent graduate
entirely possible.
Part of the purpose of testing . by Wilson's students at Harding
feel
for
differences
in culture from
For the past six years, Wil- of Franklin W Olin College of the instruments in Antarctica and can measure levels of oxygen
tribe
to
tribe,
cotmtry
to countt;r
son has been developing two Engineering in Needham, Mass. is to determine whether or not up to 100 meters.
and
language
to
language."
"We haven't actually tested
instruments to eventually test Cave will begin a five-month stay they can endure the extreme
The students will go to outlying
it outdoors," Wilson said. "But
the source of gases that could in Antarctica Oct. 5, testing the conditions.
villages
with resident missionaries
Cave w ill be testing the [are testing if it] will work for
indicate the existence, either instruments in extreme weather
to
evangelize,
Hopper said.
past or present, of living organ- conditions as would be present instrume nts o utside in the other gases, outside, at more
"The
medical
students will
harsh climate, and there is the than 100 meters."
isms on Mars. The instruments on Mars.
is there as
work
in
the
clinic
that
would detect levels of methane
Wilson said the Antarctic possibility the instrument won't
Wilson said he is excited about
well
as
in
a
mobile
clinic
that goes
the recent discovery of the presas well as carbon dioxide, water conditions are the best option work at all, Wilson said.
out
into
the
country
to
do rural
and formaldehyde that microbes for testing the instruments at
"[Cave] will m easure car- ence of methane on M ars.
health
care,"
H
opper
said.
deep within Martian soil have this point.
bon dioxide and water in the
see MARS page 3A

Professor, Engi.neering Intern Seek To Understand Existence
OfGases, Discover Presence OfLiving Organisms On Mars

Senior Kyle Symanowitz has
been involved in missions while
at Harding and spent a semester
abroad He said he thinks HlZ could
be a very successful program.
"I know a number ofstudents
that have taken a semester offin the
past to go and work in the mission
field in Africa," Symanowitz said.
'This program would give students
with these kind of
ambitions a chanre
to see and work in
Africa while still
keeping up with
their studies."
CoxsaidHIZ
students from all
majors will have
the cha n ce to
apply what they
h ave learned at
Harding in a realworld setting.
"This program will be less
insulated from the host culture
than many of our study abroad
programs since it is less about
seeing the sights and more about
interacting wi th locals, both
Christians and non-Christians,"
Cox said. ·
Cox is pleased the experience
will expose students to needs and
opportunities to serve in Africa,
he said.
"This program will allow
students to step gently into that
world, guided by seasoned veterans," Cox said. "[But] they may
feel like they have been thrown
into the deep end as soon as they
get off the plane. It is a different
world."
Symanowitz said he spent a
week working in Nicaragua, but
felt that his group only scratched
the surface of what could have
been done there.
"Getting the chance to s~nd
an entire semester in an area like
Zambia would really give the
students a chance to make a significant difference in the lives of
the native people," Symanowitz
said. "And Tm sure it would be
a huge blessing [in] the students'
lives as well."
Students can sign up for the
HIZ program after cha~l Oct. 2,
but a lot oftraining must be passed
before anyone will be allowed to
go, Hopper said.
In order to go to Zambia,
students will be required to attend
extensive meetings as well as pass
a health course, a developmental
missions course at HUT and a
cultural sensitivity test, Hopper
said.
"The screening process will be
rigorous," Hopeer said. "Not just
anyone can go.
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Oh, Say, Can You See
· Through Sean Hanni!Y?
Cliff Ganus !II

One of the benefits of
'a university community
is the opportunity to hear
different viewpoints and to
discuss issues. Last week,
)ioping to learn something,
security, stability, oppor.I went to Sean Hannity's
tunity, freedom. We face
.speech in the Benson Audithe same international and
.torium, a speech attended
national challenges. We have
.by a large and enthusiastic
different opinions of how
-audience.
our common goals should
- It was an event which
be achieved and it's imporwas much more instructive
tant for all of us to listen to
about the current state of
reasonable spokesmen of
politics in our country than
these diverse viewpoints.
about any issues that face us
When Mr. Hannity
as a nation. Rather than rearidicules
Hugo Chavez for
sonable political discourse,
referring to George Bush
the evening consisted of the
as "the devil" in his U.N .
.lobbing of jibes and accusaspeech and then proceeds to
tions from an extreme repredo essentially the same thing
sentative of one party against
to his own politiextreme targets on
cal
opponents, he
the opposite side.
"It is simplistic
should
be faulted
Although some
and inaccurate
rather than apseemed to consider
to think that
plauded.Demoniz,t hat this was some
the world of
ing one's adversary
sort of educational
politics can be
is
inappropriate in
event, it wasn't.
represented as a
reasonable
debate.
one-dimensional
·Entertainment it
Categorizing
and
continuum,
-was. Cheerleading
caricaturing
is
not
from liberal to
it was: Propaganda
a means to unconservative."
.it was. Education it
derstanding and
·w as not.
cooperation.
These
. · There are serious
times
demand
statesmen
~issues facing our country. .
rather than politicians and
·As a member of the world
analysts
rather than propacommunity America must
·address, among other things, gandists. The true patriot is
one who is loyal not to his .
_,the issues of terrorism; the
party, but to his country, and
..nuclear aspirations of Iran
to that which is good and
and North Korea, the rishonorable.
ing economic and military
Let me say this clearly.
power of China, an uncerGood people, godly people,
~tain and unpopular occupa- .
p.atriotk peqplq.have dif~i6h'of'I~<t ''.ifyfr'Oru.nen'ial~~
ferent opinions' regarding a
issues, poverty in the world
number of things, includ:and rhe'peculiar circum-· .
ing Iraq, military hardware, ·
.stances involved with our
taxes, welfare, deficit spend..alignment with the state of
ing, capital punishment and
-Israel.
a host of other issues. These
At home we're facing
opinions cannot be easily
difficulties including an
inadequate educational com- categorized. It is simplistic
and inaccurate to think that
·mitment, financial irresponthe world of politics can
·sibility, rising energy needs
be represented as a one:requiring the development
dimensional continuum,
~of new resources, porous
from
liberal to conservative.
-national borders, drug and
And
those
who want to be
'.crime issues, caring for the
informed citizens will pay at-poor an.cl disadvantaged, and
tention to reasonable spokesa citizenry too often obsessed
men
of differing opinions. If
with entertainment rather
we listen only to those with
than improvement.
whom we agree, we limit our
• I'm confident that most
opportunities
for growth.
-Americans - democratic,

Faculty
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1

:republican, and independent-have many more
points of agreement than
disagreement. We all want

Cliff Ganus Ill is a professor of
music. He can be reached at
ganus@harding.edu

IN &OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
German Opera Stirs Up Controversy
The German Deutsche Oper canceled its production
of Mozart's "Idomeneo" earlier this week for fear of
provoking the Islamic community in Germany. The opera
has a scene in which its title character holds up severed
heads of Buddha, Jesus, Muhammad and Poseidon.
The decision to cancel the opera was challenged across
Europe, reigniting the discussion of how tolerance can
potentially become subservience and cowardice. German
Chancellor Angela Merkel warned against "self-censorship"
in light of the events.
The growing tension between European governments
and · Muslim immigrants, particularly after comments
from the Pope and caricatures of Mohammed in a
Danish news12.aper, drove members of Germany's Muslim
population and members of the German government to
hold a conference, which resulted in a unanimous decision
in favor of reinstating the opera. The Deutsche Oper has
not yet responded.

Dolphin Potentially To Receive Prosthesis
An injured dolphin was rescued
in Indian River Lagoon' near Cape
Canaveral and may receive a
prosthetic tail.
.
The three-month-old dol\?hin,
Winter, was found tangled in the
buoy line of a crab trap with a line
tightened around her tail. As she
cried to swim away, the line cut off
the blood supply to her tail flukes.
"It looked like paper," Dana
· WINTER
Zucker, chief operating officer of
the Clearwater Marine Aquarium,
said. "Bit by bit over the weeks, it just fell off."
A team of more than 150 veterinarians and volunteers
spent months nursing Winter back to health at the
Clearwater Marine Aquarium, Winter's new home.
Over time, Winter has learned to swim without her
tail, using a combination of moves similar to an alligator's
undulations.
"There's never been a dolphin like her,'' Zucker said.
Zucker has formed a team to explore the possibility
of designing a tail for Winter, thought veterinarians are
unsure whether the prosthesis wjll prove beneficial or
harmful in the end.

Polygamist Sect Leader's"Hearing Postponed
Warren Jeffs, a polygamist and self-proclaimed prophet
of the Church ofJesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, appeared
in a Utah court Wednesday on charges of arranging a
marriage with a minor. Judge James Shumate postponed

the hearing until November. Jeffs, who is charged with
two counts of rape, forced a teenage girl to marry him
against her wishes, telling her it was her "spiritual duty" to
submit to him and the divinely arranged marriage. Jeffs
has been a fugitive for two years and was named to the
FBI's 10 Most Wanted list in May. His lawyer said the
charges are an instance of religious persecution.

Mona Lisa ~ought to Have Been Pregnant
After examining Leonardo
da Vinci's masterpiece, 3-D
researchers say Mona Lisa may
have been pregnant.
The identity of the subject of
perhaps the most famous painting
in the world has often been
speculated. Traditionally, she is
· thought to be Lisa Gherardini,
the wife of Florentine merchant
Francesco del Giocondo and is MONA LISA
referred to by her married name at
the Louvre.
Scans have produc<;'.d evidence of a veil around Mona
Lisa's shoulders chat was worn by women who were
expecting in the Italian Renaissance. The veil darkened
as the painting aged and was often interpreted as a shawl
or scarf.
.. However, images from a reflectography show that the veil
is transparent, whieh would confirm historians' suspicions
that Giocondo requested the painting to commemorate
the birth of his second son.
The scans will be published in a book this month. The
painting has not been this closely examined since 1952.

Cowboys Receiver Denies Suicide Attempt
Dallas Cowboys wide receiver Terrell Owens' emergency
hospitalization Tuesday resulted in rumors of an alleged
suicide attempt, according to a police report and reactions
to his condition from his publicist Kim Etheredge.
Owens said in a Sept. 27 Yahoo
News article it was not suicide, but
rather an allergic reaction triggered
by hydrocodone, pain pills he is
taking for a broken bone in his
hand.
Etheredge said in the article
Owens was depressed, she saw an
empty bottle of pills, and called
9 11 because she thought Owens
would try to harm himself
Team
members,
including OWENS
quarterback Drew Bledsoe, said
they doubt Owens would attempt suicide. Owens has a
$25 million, three-year deal from the Cowboys he received
in March.
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E. Coli Outbreaks Reported In U.S.

Club Softball

SUSANA VELIZ
copy editor

HANNAH VALLSfThe Bison

Senior Omega Lambda Chi member Rachel Shoenhard takes an at bat during potluck round of
club softball Sept. 25. Omega Lambda Chi played Zeta Rho.

As of Sept. 26, 183casesofthe
strain of the E. coli bacteria have
been reported in 26 states, said
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention Web site.
The outbreak of the 0157:
H7 strain of E.coli is the 20th
food poisoning episode related
to spinach or lettuce since 1995,
said a Sept. 18 Yahoo News
article.
According to the CDC Web site,
a 77-year-old Wisconsin woman
died from kidney failure related
to the bacteria. Authorities are
also investigating the death of
a 23-month-old baby sickened
by E.coli.
The Federal Drug and Food
Administration said on its Web
site the contaminated spinach
comes from the Monterrey, _S an

Benito and Santa Clara counties
in California.
Natural Selection Foods, the
company linked to the outbreak,
has recalled all packages of its
fresh spinach and salad blends
including spinach dated Aug. 17
through Oct. 1 because of the
possibility of contamination
with the E. coli strain, said a
Sept. 20 CNN.com article.
According to the FDA, the
26 affected states are Arizona,
California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Idaho, Illin01s, Indiana, Kentucky,
Maine, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Mexico, New York, Ohio,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, Washington,
West Virginia, Wisconsin and
Wyoming.
Junior nursing major Paige
Smith said the core ofthe problem
lies in the lack of basic sanita-

tions procedures.
"A major part of what is happening is that employers [at
packaging plants] don't make
sure their employees wash their
hands before going to work,"
Smith said. "People assume [the
produce] is clean. You can easily
clean the bacteria by disinfecting
it, but washing it with water is
not enough."
According to the FDA Web
site, E. coli 0157:H7 causes
diai:rhea, often with bloody
stools. Although most healthy
adults can recover completely
within a week, some people
can develop a form of kidney
failure called Hemolytic Uremic
Syndrome, which is more likely
to occur in young children and
the elderly with compromised
immune systems. HUS can lead
to serious kidney damage and
even death.

MARS: Research As A Milestone
CONTINUED from page 1

"Methane is produced by
living organisms," Wilson said.
"The methane has to be being
produced as we speak because it
takes about 300 years to destr·oy
the methane on. Mars from the
harsh environment and sunlight,
so any methane up there in 300
years would be destroyed."
However, Wilson said this
methane could be from more
than one source.
"It could be geologic, from
volcanoes, or it could be from
living systems," Wilson said.
"But there hasn't been any active
volcanoes on Mars, as far as we
know, in billions of years. But it
could be methane trapped from
volcanoes that is just now making its way to the surface. But
the other possibility is that there
are microbes up there making
the methane andit's seeping up
through the sub-soil and into
the atmosphere."
Wilson said the way to distinguish between the two possible
sources of methane would be to
look for localized sources. The
instruments are designed to
find the source but others will
be used in the future to study
sampl~s of soil, etc.
The BioGAS works by using a
diode laser tuned to frequencies
of a particular molecule such as
carbon dioxide.
"You point the laser beam
at a reflector, say, 100 meters
away," Wilson said. "The laser
beam goes out to the reflector
and bounces back. You measure the amount oflight that is
reflected. If there is no carbon
dioxide between the laser and
the reflector and back again,
you'll get a nice strong signal.
If there is carbon dioxide, you'll
get less of a signal because carbon dioxide absorbs the laser
beam. From this, you can tell
how much carbon dioxide is in
the atmosphere, and you can te1l
where it is if it's localized."
Wilson's need for field testing
of the instruments and Cave's
post-graduate requirement of an
outside project came together
within months, Wilson said.
Cave said she was already

planning to go to Antarctica to be National American Chemical
an intern for Raytheon and was Society meeting in Sacramento,
required to do an outside project Calif. Sept. 9-14. They also colin addition to the work already laborated with other experts in
involved in the
thefield, Wilson
position, but
said.
"What gives me pleasure is
was not sure
designing instruments, doing
Cave said
of what proj- experiments, w~rking with students she has several
goals she wants
ect she could
and being a scientist: learning,
to achieve with
do. Through
experimenting and asking good
her work.
a non-profit
questions."
"It would be
educational
DR. ED WILSON
nice to get as far
organization,
professor of chemistry
of a distance
she worked
with Dr. Edas possible,
ward Tunstel
1000 meters
of Jet Propulsion Laboratories or more: the longer the better,"
in Pasadena, Calif., who Wil- Cave said. "[I also want to se~]
son collaborates with on the a lot of ways to improve the
instrument in general, insulatresearch.
"I wanted to do something ing certain parts, things of that
in my field and do something nature. Also, it would be nice to
meaningful, not something put involvement in this project
trivial for my own pleasure," on m y resume and graduate
Cave said. "Tunstel got me in school applications."
contact with Dr. Wilson. It was
Wilson said he hopes to
very serendipitous."
establish a stepping-stone for
Testing is made possible by future research and testing
the Arkansas Spa~e Grant Con- of the atmosphere and soil of
sortium as well as a three-year Mars. His objective is to create
grant from NASA, aha this begins a working prototype instrument
the third year. The research is to do large-area surveys on the
being conducted also in coopera- surface of Mars, because existing
tion with Tunstel and Dr. Gary instruments can only sample
Anderson at the University of soil and gases right where the
rover is, he said.
Arkansas at Little Rock.
"Our grant [stipulated] we
"With these two instruments,
would build a prototype in- we can do planetary-scale meastrument for testing and test surements to quickly localize any
it," Wilson said. "Once we've biogenic gases so other rovers can
built our prototype instrument go to those sites and be mining
and done preliminary testing, and analyzing," Wilson said. "I
we're hoping NASA will give would be happy if [Cave] could
us additional funding to go first operate [the instruments]
further or take the instrument at 100 meters, testing for carbon
over themselves and develop dioxide, and then we can go from
it further."
there," Wilson said.
Wilson said his ultimate
Three Harding students, seniors
David Ashley and Josh Eichhorn, goal is not to prove whether
and junior CJ Rivenbark, have life exists on Mars or not, but
helped in the project.
rather to explore and expand the
"Th ey have been doing knowledge about it The project is
machining, building parts of more about the learning process
the instruments and testing," than the end result.
Wilson said. "We're building a
"I would be excited if there
Mars atmospheric chamber in was life found on Mars," Wilson
my lab and they've been test- said. "But what gives me pleasure
ing for oxygen in the air in the is designing instruments, do~
hallway."
ing experiments, working with
The students received un- students and being a scientist:
dergraduate fellowships and learning, experimenting amt
·
presented their research at the asking good questions."
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Good News Singers

at Fayetteville, and Laura Connerly, president, is scheduled for 10 a.m.
the instructor of family resource · The conference is expected to end
management at the University around 3 p.m., according to an
of Arkansas Cooperative Exten- itinerary provided by Leigh.
"1his is an opportunity to take
sion Service. Warnock will speak
about the benefits and challenges advantage of team and leadership
ofleadership and Connerly will development," Wilson said. "Stuspeak on financial management, dents will learn about professional
Wilson said.
associations and how they fit into
"The speakers are supportive that group."
of students," Wilson said. "They
Students will benefit from this
want to mentor
conference by
and that is why "We are trying to prepare students having the
they give their to be leaders in their field and help opportunity
to network
time."
make lives around them better."
with other
People from
STEPHANIE LEIGH
students and
campuses around
aofcs su choir/l st vice choir
professionals
Arkansas will
attend the event
from other
entitled "Buildprograms.
ing· Bridges to
The purpose
the Future."
of the conference is to build a
Students from the University sense of community and sharing
ofArkansas Fayetteville, Univer- between students and professionsity of Arkansas Pine Bluff, the als, Wilson said.
"Students typically do a lot of
University of Central Arkansas
and Henderson State University sharing about their class work and
will take part in the conference, dreams," Wilson said. "It is time
for them to start becoming profesWilson said.
Registration for the confer- sionals by making connections and
ence will begin in Heritage room sharing resource ideas, what they
206 at 9:30 a.m. and a welcome have learned, career experiences
from Dr. Jim Carr, executive vice and opportunities."

HAYLEY TODD

student reporter
The Arkansas Association
of Family and Consumer Sciences will hold the annual State
Leadership Conference Sept. 29
at Harding.
The purpose ofthe conference
is to assist Arkansas students in the
family and conswner science field
in learning leadership skills, Dr.
Beth Wilson, chair of the family
and consumer science department, said.
During the conference, discussions on ethics, networking, financial
planning and career opportunities
will occur, Wilson said.
"We are trying to prepare
students to be leaders in their
field and help make lives around
them better," senior Stephanie
Leigh,AAFCS SU Chair/1st Vice
Chair, said.
Students will also plan the
spring conference that will be held
at the University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville, Leigh said.
Speaking at the conference will
be Dr. Mary M. Warnock, director
ofthe School ofEnvironmental Sciences at the University ofArkansas

New Programs Hitting Stride
pharmacy, said.
According to Hixon-Wallace, the pharmacy program
T h e 2006-2007 academic h as not made admission apyear starts with the addition plications available, but they
of the physician assistant and already have a contact list of
pharmacy program and the ac- approximately 88 prospective
creditation review of the computer students to whom information
engineering program.
has been sent.
According to 'the physi The eventual target for the
cians assistant programs Web pharmacy program is to have
site, Harding's P.A. program 60 students in each entering
is the first one of its kind in class, Hixon-Wallace said.
Arkansas.
"We plan to phase that plan in
The physician assistant by starting with 40 students in
program received provisional the inaugural class (Fall 2007),
accreditation from the Ac- 50 students in the second encreditation Review Committee tering class (Fall 2008) and 60
fon the Education of Physician students in the third entering
Assistants in March 2005, Mike class (Fall 2009) and from there
Murphy, director
forward,"
of the physician
Hixon-Wal"Many of our students have
assistant pro lace said.
already received multiple job
gram, said.
According
offers as a result of these
The program
to
Hixon experiences ."
admitted its first
Wallace, the
class ofstudents
MIKE MURPHY
program will
June 6, 2005 and director of the physician assistant program not achieve
currently has an
full accredienrollment of 16
cation from
students in the Alpha class and the Accreditation Council for
24 students in the Beta class, Pharmacy Education until the
Murphy said.
first class graduates Summe r
The enro llment goal for 2011.
the next term is from 24 to 32
"Receiving accreditation
students, Murphy said.
involves progression through
The first graduation from the three phases: pre-candidate
physician assistant program is status, candidate status and full
expected for July 2007, Mur- accreditation status," Hixon phy said.
Wallace said. "We are in the
Murphy said the greatest ob- process now of completing our
stacle so far has been obtaining application for pre-candidate
qualified faculty and selecting status and have requested a
students from a growing nwnber consultation with ACPE at
of applicants.
their offices in Chicago for
"Th e feedback from their initial guidance regarding our
community perceptors regarding application."
the students' clinical performance
Hixon-Wallace said she has
has, so far, been overwhelmingly faced the challenge of recruiting
positive," Murphy said. "Many faculty in pharmacy education,
of our students have already which is a nationwide issue.
''All of our faculty, in addition
received multiple job offers as
to
their
credentials in pharmacy,
a result of these experiences.
must
also
be active m embers of
Though we feel that there is
the
C
hurch
of Christ," Hixonalways room for improvement, ·
said.
"This will make
Wallace
. it has been very encouraging to
the
pool
of
faculty
candidates
receive these reports from our
smaller
than
that
available
to
students and preceptors."
other schools or colleges of
Harding's most recent addipharmacy. However, there has
tion, the pharmacy program, .
been much interest expressed
is in its beginning stages and
by C hristian pharmacists in
plans to enroll its first class the potential for faculty posithe fall of 2007, Julie Hixon- tions, so I have faith we will
Wallace, dean of the college of be able to find a strong gro up
SUSANA VELIZ

copy editor

. of faculty for the college."
Hixon-Wallace said the
program will be participating
in a Higher Learning Commission focus visit to Harding for
the addition of the pharmacy
program to its catalogue.
According to Hixon-Wallace,
the program has received interest
from prospective applicants.
" Our pre- requisites are
greater than those required by
the University of Arkansas for
M edical Scien ces College of
Pharmacy, so some students have
commented on the requirement
of an extra year before being
able to apply for our program,"
Hixon-Wallace said. "Overall,
comments h ave been positive
and studerits seem happy to
have another alternative for
obtaining a pharmacy education in Arkansas as well as at
a Christian university."
In addition to the recent
h ealth sciences programs, the
science department offers three
e n gin eeri n g degrees: com puter en gineerin g, electrical
en gineering and m echanical
engineering.
The computer engineering
program has run for seve n
years and the mechanical and
electrical engineering programs
are in their third year, said Dr.
Zan e Gastineau, chair of the
engineering departm ent.
''The accreditation team will
be here in November to review
the co mputer engineer ing
program and should announce
its decision sometime after the
spring sem ester," Gastineau
said. "If everything goes according to plan, we're probably
a year away from applying for
accreditation for electrical and
mechanical engineering."
T he program has about 100
scuden ts enrolled in the three
d egrees, Gastineau said.
"I want to get where each
program h as 80 students in it,
and I would like to have 10 per
year in the physics program ,"
Gastineau said.

. HANNAH VALLS/The Bison

Junior Mitchell Martin and senior Rebecca DeRamus perform with the Good News Singers for the Lectureship Tuesday in the Benson Auditorium. The Lectureship theme for this year is "Engaging the World."

Theater Season Opens
ANDREA THORNTON
assistant news editor

Hardin g theater season
opens this ,weekend with two
comedies produced by the
theater department, and two
more shows to come before
December.
Performing Sept. 28-30 are .
"Visitor from Forest Hills"
written by Neil Simon and the
second act of"1he Torch-Bearers"
written by George Kelly.
"The Torch-Bearers," directed by junior Sarah Shipp,
is a backstage look a t the
chaos of the stage. It's a romp
about how everything can go
wrong, and does, in the theater
business. It addresses all those
burning questions about theater
people: why are they so weird?
What makes them impulsive,
stressed, and a little whacko?
The answer: It's all j ust part of
the program.
"[I chose the show] because
it was the first who I was a
part of in high school," Shipp
said. "It lets the audien ce see a
part of the show the audience
doesn't typically see." The show
starts at 7 p .m. tonight _and
Saturday in the Little Theater
(Administration Building).
The cost is $4.
Cast members are junior
Mo rgan Scharff, freshman
C hris Woody, sophomore Mike
Mowrer, senior Michelle Staggs,
sophomore Liz Larson, senior
Seth Fish, freshman Josh Decker,
sophomore Kevin Rogers and
freshman Sarah Crowder.

The World's Most Brilliant Diamond
THE PERFECT DIAMOND FOR THE PERFECT WOMAN.

Following "The Torch-Bearers" is "Visitor from Forest
Hills," which is the last a<;:t
in a three- part Neil Simon
comedy called "Plaza Suite."
The plot centers around Roy
and Norma and their daughter,
Mimsey, who has locked herself
into a hotel bathroom on h er
wedding day. The couple takes
desperate measures in attempts
to lure her out of the bathroom
and into her marriage.
"It's a hilarious situation,"
said junior Ben Scharff, the
director of the play. "There's a
lot of really funny moments.
It's been challenging because we
have to show different kinds of
crazy and spastic, and it's hard to
find the variations. I'm excited
to have an audience."
Senior Erin Cooley has attended rehearsals and described
the shows as "fall-o ut-of-yourseat-laugh ing funny."
Cast members are freshman
Ben Adams, fres hman Paige
Edmison, junior Jess Hines and
sophomore Kristi Kridlo.
- Later this semester will be
a production of " Fiddle r on
the Roof," as the h omecoming
m usical.
"Fiddler on th e Ro of" is
a well-known musical set in
Russia about the Jewish village
Anatevka and, particularly,
Tevye, its dairyman. The play
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follows Tevye's attempts to
preserve the family tradition in
a changing society. When his
oldest daughter asks to marry
a. po~r tailor and not the man
Tevye has chosen for her, he
holds his daughter's happiness
in his hands. But there are other
dangers looming in Anatevka
· of which Tevye is unaware.
"Fiddler on the Roof" shows
October 27-28 at 8 p.m. in the
Benson Auditorium.
Closing out the semester, Asst.
Tech. Director Adam Sullivan
will d irect Stephen Malatratt's
"Woman in Black."
"Woman in Black'' is a thriller
in which a lawyer hires an actor
to train him in dramatically
recounting something he saw
wheri he attended the funeral
of an old recluse. He claims to
have seen a woman in black,
w hose memory haunts the
locals.
HUE 2005 participant senior
Mikey Means saw the West
End production in London
last fall.
"It w as the only play th at
ever made me jump in my seat,"
M~ans said. "It actually startled
m e." The show opens Nov. 30
and shows through D ec. 2. It
will play in the Administration
Auditorium at 7 p.m. Tickets
are $5.
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think Facebook is sucking
the humanity out of our
generation.
Don't gee me wrong; I'm
just as addicted as the next girl.
I check my Facebook more times an
hour than I'd care to admit. It's so
convenient and I use it way more
than I should. But really, when I
think about it, it's a little detrimental
to my social health. Why bother
hanging out with these people when
I can find out all about them with
the click of a mouse? I assume I
know you based on the things you
choose to feature on your Facebook
and I don't have to worry about
putting in the effort a friendship
would actually require.
With the popularity of cell phones,
and especially text messaging, I'm
never disconnected, but I don't
actually have to speak to anyone
anymore. With my iPod, I always
have 6,560 songs with me, because
heaven forbid I should be in a
situation where human interaction is
necessary or encouraged. I just pop in
the headphones, and there we have it:
instant isolation. W e've shrunk our
worlds to~~ siz.~ of the computer in
front of us, and even that is rapidly
shrinking.
Even .with the mind-boggling
amount of information out there in
cyberspace, we still seem to hone in
on only a handful of Web sites, a
large majority of them networking
or communication based. I think
that we have more readily available
information than any generation
before us, and yet we consistently
appear the least informed.

more to life here on earth than what
happens three feet in front of you.
SARAH BAY
We re finally starting to wake up to
the tragic situations in Darfur and
Northern Uganda, but how long has
it taken us? These situations have bee
building and building for three years
and just now ~e we really starting to
hear about them in the mainstream.
I'm not claiming to be an expert
on any of these crises, but what I am
We're constantly inundated with
saying is that I'm taking an interest. I
news about the Middle East and
want to learn. I want to know what's
happening with people in places other
smaller scale problems that hapthan just my personal bubble, if for
pen on a local basis, but that's not
no other reason than that they' re
where the world ends, folks.
human, too.
I want to research and be involved.
Our obsession with pop culture
I want to lend my voice to anything
and Internet phenomena has caused
I have a chance of helping. I want to
us to lose sight of worldwide issues
get others interested.
plaguing humanity. Wht:n you
That's why I'm writing this right
compare the massive amount of time
now. I want you to get involved. We
and interest invested in our own
can do more than we realize. Even
entertainment and "socializing" with
if you can't find anything else to do,
that invested in the serious problems
you can always pray. God blessed us
that exist all around us, the results are
with prayer and we're supposed to
disheartening. The saddest factor, I
use it. And remember how gigantic
think, is just how much information
the Facebook uprising was? Imagine
about these issues is out there for us, if what we could accomplish if we put
we'd only take a moment to find it.
that initiative toward something that
I want to know what it's going
mattered.
to take to get America's college
I don't want to see my generation
population en masse interested in
go down in history as the one that
current events and world situations.
never cared. I don't want us to be
Do we need to add yet another news
the group that couldn't see beyond
feed to Facebook? Would even that
their iPods. Let's get informed, get
get our attention?
involved, and starting loving the
We're constantly inundated with
people in this world. Facebook can
news about the Middle East and
wait.
smaller scale problems that happen
on a local basis, but that's not where
SARAH BAY is a guest columnist for the Bison
the world ends, folks. There is
and may be contacted at sbay@harding.edu

Guest
Space

Liberalism: Not Such A Bad Position
Freedom and Equal Rights Among Ihe Tenants OfThis Viewpoint

L

iber.al. It's a word. that
conJures up negauve
SARAH WEBBER
feelings for many
H arding students.
When you hear the word
"liberal," you may think of "the
other guy," "the enemy" or even
"the spawn of Satan."
I have been called a liberal by
Our country was founded on
many of my fellow students. The
the idea that each of us has a
tone in which this word is used
plethora of rights, and those
implies it is fully intended to be an
insult. I am not insulted. I am proud
rights can only be taken away
to be a liberal.
when exercise of them hanns
I fear that many in the H arding
others.
community may not fully understand
what it is to be a liberal. Most of us
politically and make this nation even
were raised in conservative families
and have been taught that liberals are better. I also believe that America, as
great a nation as it is, does have flaws
immoral, traitorous and evil. I'd like
that need to be repaired. I have been
to set the record straight.
told many times by fellow students,
A simple look at the Webster's
dictionary will give us an idea of what "If you don't like it, then leave!" My
liberalism is all about. Liberal means response is that I love my country
enough to work to make it a better
"showing or characterized by broad. place. To leave would be to give up
mindedness, tolerant of change;
on the nation I love.
not bound by authoritarianism ,
C ivil liberties are the very
orthodoxy, or tradition, a person
basis of our nation and are more
who favors a political philosophy
important to m e than almost
of progress and reform and the
anything else. Our country was
protection of civil liberties."
founded on the idea that each of us
I am proud to be called a liberal,
has a p lethora of rights and those
because I am proud to be broadrights can only be taken away when
minded and tolerant. My beliefs and
exercise of them harms others. I
values are important to me and I
value those rights and I will spend
believe that others should have the
my life lobbying, protesting and
right to hold their own convictions
doing anything I can to guard the
as well.
civil liberties of my fellow citizens.
I do, in fact, favor progress and
I believe our freedom is what sets
reform. There is no sense in standing
Americans apart and what makes the
still unless we have achieved utopia.
United States an amazing place to
I do 'not believe that America is a
live. I value my freedom and I value
perfect place; therefore I believe we
the freedom of those who are not
should continue to move forward

Guest

Space
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like me. I know that a government
takes away the rights of the minori
will do the same to me, should
I ever find myself in a minority
group. Therefore I care passionately
about the rights of the minority. I
value freedom of speech for those
with unpopular opinions, freedom
of religion for those whose beliefs
differ from mine and freedom from
oppression for those who don't look
like me, vote like me or pray like
me.
I believe, while the government
has a place in our economy and in
our society, the people deserve to
make their own choices as often
as possible. I believe the average
American is smart enough to decide
for himself where he will spend his
money, whether he will go to church
and whom he will marry.
I believe that adult Americans
ought not to be treated as children.
We should be respected by our
government and trusted to make 04f
own choices.
..,
I know chat many of my political
opinions are not popular here at
H arding. And I am thankful for
my right to hold them, even when
the majority of people around me
disagree with me.
My only goal is to preserve
that same right for others. I pray
that each of you will approach the
concept of liberalism with an open
mind and will understand that
freedom isn't such a bad thing to
take a stand for.
SARAHWEBBERis a guest columnist for the
Bison and may be contacted at sdwillis2@
harding.edu

need Harding T-shirts. I own a
grand total of zero. That's not
to say I have no school spirit.
In fact, I have an abundance of
school spirit. I just don't know
how to show it, I guess. I never went to
any sporting events last year. This year,
I went to the first home football game,
my third time to attend a Harding
football game.
It's not that I don't support H arding sports, because I do: it's just that I
have other priorities. I can just see all
you sports nuts dropping your jaws and
thinking I'm crazy, but I'm nowhere
near crazy, at least at the moment.
I went to this football game wearing a
gray T-shirt and shorts. I must say, I felt
out of place. I was surrounded by black
and gold. I tried my hardest to keep
focused on the game and really concentrate to know why everyone was cheering and celebrating so I could cheer and
celebrate with them.
I ended up paying little attention to
the game and paying more attention
to what I do best: talking. Sure, when
we would score a touchdown or have
an amazing play, I would stand up and
cheer with the rest of them, though I
am still not too sure what exactly I was
doing or why I was cheering. I just followed the crowd.
I've never been a hardcore sports fan.
When ESPN is turned on, I tune out.
When I hear
people start
We live in two diftalking about
ferent worlds and
sports, I just
have interests in
_smile and
nod, pretendextreme different
ing to know
things, but thal 's
what they're
what makes life
talking about,
interesting.
when in my
head I'm really thinking,
"I have no idea what he's saying, but I'll
just pretend I do so I'll appear manlier."
I doubt that actually works. In fact, I'm
sure the person talking to me is wondering, "Does he have any idea what I'in
saying?"
I enjoy the energy and enthusiasm of
sporting events. I always feel energized
when I leave, like I've been pumped
up with caffeine. I find it intriguing
how some people act when sports come
on TY. They will plop down on their
couch, grab their snacks and soda, and
for the next couple of hours, glue their
eyes to the screen and their bodies to the
sofa. Should. someone be in their way,
they will proceed to crane their necks
around to see the screen; if this doesn't
work they will physically move the
person.
There is rarely anything on that will
cause me to have such intensity and concentration on the 1Y. Yet, sports fanatics
will faithfully tune in to Monday night
football, and on that fateful day, many
will gather with their pork rinds, sodas
and obnoxious cheers in hopes that will
help their team.
I don't understand these types of people; I don't guess I will ever understand
them. I don't assume they will ever really
understand people like me either: people
who can sit for two-plus hours watching
a play, sit down and read a good book
or just write for the sake of writing. We
live in two extremely different worlds
and have interests in different things,
but that's what makes life interesting.
I appreciate those who are out there
cheering at a touchdown, celebrating a
goal or chanting at an umpire. I admire
those who are singing in the choir,
playing in the band or acting in a play. I
applaud those who are tutoring, serving
or leading.
We don't all have an appreciation for
the same things. So, I don't like sports.
Some don't share my love of theater.
Many don't posses the willingness to
seek out opportunities to serve.
Perhaps it seems I have no school
spirit or maybe I don't enjoy the sporting aspect. I almost feel outnumbered. I
feel as if not liking college sports is a sin.
As if, college sports are an institution
that must be respected, worshipped and
revered. Guess I missed that memo.

KEVIN ROGERSis the opinions editor for the
Bison and may be contacted at krogers@
harding.edu.
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The Malice of the Tongue
OUR VIEW
The Pope's
comments in
a recent spark

a discussion

on the biblical
principle of

taming the
IS l

~

I

tongue.

?a

HEATHER BROWNING

'With the tongue we praise our Lord and Father, and
ope Benedict XVII's Sept. 12 address at the
Aula Magna of the University of Regensburg, in with it we curse men, who have been made in God's likeness. Out of the same mouth come praise and cursing. My
Munich, Germany raised controversy of global
brothers, this should not be.'
proportions and unchained tragedy in Islamic
We should be paving roads toward tolerance and undernations.
standing
instead of building walls between us and the rest
During the speech about faith and reason, the pontiff
quoted a conversation between 14th century Christian
of the world. As Christians, we are called to be tolerant and
Byzantine emperor Manuel II Paleologus and an Islamic
understanding of everyone.
Persian, in which the emperor said 'Show me just what
Situations such as this should open our eyes to the power
Mohammed brought that was new, and there you will find
of words, and though it is impossible co take back those
things only evil and inhuman, such as his command to
words, we do have the power to keep these misunderstandings from happening and hurting lives and relationships.
spread by the sword the faith he preached.'
What we say is a reflection of who we are and everyday
The spf;ech, available on the Vatican's Web site, was by
we ought to be reminded of our role as Christians, which is
no means intended co offend any religion but to illustrate
sharing the love of our Lord and being a living testimony of
a point regarding the incongruence of rationality and faith;
however, these words, taken out of context, have done
his grace and mercy.
much more than rubbing salt on an open wound, promptWe possess an immeasurable power to build or tear
ing the Pakistani parliament to vote to condemn him while
town, to edify or destroy with a single word. Our tongue is
the leading Lebanese Shiite cleric asked for a personal apola double-edged sword. Our tongue is the most dangerous
ogy, said a Sept. 25 issue of Newsweek magazine.
weapon in the arsenal of slander.
Pope Benedict said he has a deep respect for Islam and
Holding the tongue is an art that must be learned and
held in high regard. With our words we should be building
he was sorry about the reactions; however, the damage is
people up and not tearing them down- we should be in
already done. Adding to the events following Benedict's address, Italian nun Leonella Sgorbati and her bodyguard were the business of encouragement instead of discouragement.
So mwy times, our tongue is not held in tight enough
murdered Sept. 17 at the Somali children's hospital where
rein and we have a moment of open mouth insert foot.
she worked.
The lesson learned by this controversy is more than just
It is appalling chat words uttered more than five centuries
watching what you say; it encompasses realizing the power
ago, taken in or out of context, would still have the power
of the tongue. We should all notice the power we have with
to ignite such actions, creating an even larger gap between
our words.
Christians and the rest of the world.

Browning
Points

Domestic
Missions
Still Crucial

T

he United States is one
of the few countries
in the world where
Christianity is not
a growing religion.
Personally, I see this as a major
problem.
Attending a missions-oriented
university, we often define
"missionary" as someone who is
willing to go overseas co a thirdworld country to teach others about
Christ. While this is important,
what about those Christians who
chose an 8-to-5 desk job? Can
they not serve in the position of
a missionary while at work? It is
not always necessary to fly halfway
around th~ world to tell others
about Christ. There are millions of
people rights here in the United
States who do not know Christ and
someone needs to share the word of
God with them.
Not
everyone has
No longer
what it takes
to do overseas
are we a
missions, and
nation who
this does not
trusts in
make them
Prince of Peace would be more
God, but a
any less of a
likely to step in and receive the
Christian.
Too
nation
who
punishment himself than co direct
many
times
trusts in no
it toward another human being.
people seem
one.
This possibility gives me pause
to view those
when considering my own actions.
who move to a
The exhortation to simply hear
foreign country
this voice of pacifism does not
to serve as
mean everyone should become a
somehow gaining an automatic
pacifist. It does mean that everyone admission ticket to heaven. This is
should honor the position for its
absolutely ridiculous.
biblical and ethical foundation as
While I commend those who
well as for its historical pedigree,
have the desire and determination
npt the least of which is part of thjs to go overseas, they are no more
r
-urrtvers1cys own story.
"" ' ' ' important than chose who choose
We must be willing to ft>car u lir
co stay in the United States.
wise fathers of ages past, even if we M issionaries are needed here on
the home front just as much, than
do not agree with them on every
they are elsewhere. For this country
point. As Christians, we should
constantly reconsider the far-reach- to stay a great nation, we must rely
fully on God, and a vast majority of
ing implications of acknowledging
United States citizens do not seem
that we are "foreigners and exiles"
to feel this way.
(1 Pet. 2: 11 ). The focus of this
We live in a country where
year's lectureship is how to engage
marriage
is not forever, but until
chis world as Christians, and how
someone
better comes along; where
to be in the world but not of it. In
cheating
is
not chat big of a deal;
all areas of life, we must heed the
where premarital sex is the norm.
reminder that is frequently sung
God condemns all of these things,
but seldom seriously considered
and yet, this nation seems not to
and applied: This world is not m y
care.
home!
The United States was established
on the principle of "In God We
Trust" and for chose individuals who
KEITH STAN GUN is a guest columnist for the
wanted
to openly serve God without
Bison and may be contacted at kstanglin@
fear
of
persecution.
Sometime in the
harding.edu
'
last 200 years, we have forgotten all
of those things. No longer are we
a nation who trusts in God, but a
nation who trusts no one.
While I am not trying to
discourage anyone from serving
God in a foreign mission field
(because foreign missionaries are
The Bison welcomes your
much needed) I hope people
very
views on issues of interest to the
will realize that it does not take
Harding community. Letters to
moving across an ocean to be a
the editor from students, faculty,
missionary. God called us to go into
administrators and the Searcy
the world and teach everyone
all
community are en couraged.
about him. That does not simply
mean go elsewhere to teach other
Letters must be signed,
people about C hrist, but also to
contain a phone number for
to our neighbors right here
minister
verification and be no more than
in
Searcy.
300 words in length. The Bison
There are plenty of opportunities
reserves the right to edit letters
to
serve without going to the ocher
for style, clari ty and brevity.
side of the world. Every day, we as
C hristians are given the chance to
Letters to the editor may be
serve
God and share his word with
submitted to H U Box 11192 or
others,
if by nothing more than
thebison@h arding.edu
. being an example of a godly person.
Everywhere you go, in Wal-Mart,
in the student center, at H astings
or at the mall, people are watching
you. They are watching how you
act, what yo u say and how you carry
yourself. We should all strive to live
In the Sept. 15 issue of the
our lives in a way that in everything
Bison, the article entitled "ICF
we do. We are being missionaries
to people around us. Simply going
Brings Flavor to Magazine" on
overseas does not make you a
page 4a identified Renee Lewis
missionary, but ~ari ng the word of
as editor of Teen Christian
God with someone does, regardless
Magazine.
of the location.

Whatever Happened To 'Christian Pacifism?'
FromAHistorical, Christian Perspective This Term Is Not Such An Oxymoron

John Howard Yoder and Stane cannot join in
ley Hauerwas, non-resistance
the hating, the
bitterness, but
has been the choice of a strong
KEITH STANGLIN
must keep the
minority throughout church
spirit of Christ,
history. le took an extreme man
and try to heal the wounds of the
like Hitler to finally motivate
world in the love of men .... The
Dietrich Bonhoeffer out of paciproblems of the world are not ours
fism into a plot to kill his own
to solve. Whether our statesmen
Fiihrer. Christian pacifists are
in putting the nation into war are
just as thoughtful, reflective and
wise or otherwise is not ours to
My primary intention is two-fold. I biblical as those who disagree with
decide ....We are sojourners and
want to promote rational discus· their views. The voice of pacifism
perhaps deserves a hearing.
pilgrims, strangers on our way
sion of complex issues rather
home ....So we Christians are not
More eroximate to the heritage
, r ·r .., i.c lit
? u ,C
,
siJnpljs.tic answer:s that •; ... of this• tm;versily,
in the war; it is not our war~~ latre,,,-l
.ruexander . amp11 1
· evade real difficulties.
"
not on either side ... "
.'ill•
bell, Barton W. Stone, Tolbert
-Ihese are the words of a great
Fanning, David Lipscomb and
man who happened to be a ChrisJames A. Harding were all pacifists.
for others is, at best, a dubitian and a pacifist. I quote chem
If you do not know who any of
ous testimony as support for the
because of the conversations I have individual's and the nation's rights
these people are, you may at least
heard in recent days from students
the movement and unirecognize
to use violent force for the benefit
in and out of class and in my ofversities
named
after them. In fact,
of ochers. On the other hand, "turn
fice, as well as discussions I have
the
words
quoted
at the beginning
che other cheek" is about personal
seen on Facebook.
of
chis
piece
are
from
the pen of J.
vengeance and it may not prohibit
The issues surrounding activism, a person from defending someone
N. Armstrong, the first president of
just war theory and pacifism can be else in need. The point here is that, Harding University.
complex. The potential complexity, although chese texts may inform
He was speaking in the context
however, should not cause one to
of
World
War II. Not only w~s
the discussion, pulling them out of
dismiss another perspective before
he
a
pacifist,
but, like many other
their respective contexts does not
truly understanding it. But judging resolve the problem .
pacifists, Armstrong even felt that
from the buzz on campus, it seems
voting in government elections
I am not writing co debate or
that pacifism has not received a fair resolve the ethical issues, much
was wrong. The rationale of these
hearing.
thinkers was simple: as citizens of
less to stifle a potentially beneficial
This wholesale dismissal of
a
heavenly kingdom, Christians
discussion. My primary intention
have,
at best, a tenuous relationpacifism may be due in part to the
is twofold. I want to promote ramode of discourse itself. A comship
with
earthly governments and
tional discussion of complex issues
mon technique of ethical debate
their
political
agendas.
rather than simplistic answers that
is to propose moral dilemmas. On
The words
evade real difthe one hand, a just war advocate
cited
at the
ficulties.
Jesus' willingness to sacrifice
can easily propose a thorny dilemrepbeginning
More
himself for others is, at best, a
ma for a thoroughgoing pacifist for importantly,
resent a voice
dubious testimony as support for
example, whether you should use
that is seldom
I want to reforce against a rapist who is about
heard
or valued
the
individual's
and
the
nation's
introduce a
to commit his crime against your
anymore.
They
forgotten voice
right to use violent force for the
neighbor.
fo
und
in the
are
by addressing
benefit of others.
The one who hesitates to use
biography of
an issue char
force may then be portrayed as
Armstrong by .
was initially
lacking common chivalry, or even
L.
C.
Sears,
entitled
"For Freedom"
raised but seems to have been lost
as being unchristian. On the ocher
(pp.
268-69).
These
men are the
in the discussions: "Whatever hapspiritual
giants
hand, the pacifist can mention che
of
our
fellowship's
pened to Christian pacifism?" The
well-known reality of countless
past.
Bue
their
voice
has
been lost
answer: Its voice has been muted,
women who are plundered , raped
and
their
peaceful
ideals
are being
or at least subdued .
and murdered even in che most
on
this
very
ridiculed
by
some
The reasons for the decline of
just of wars carried ouc by che most pacifism are many, and they have
campus.
righteous of nations. The just war
The voice of non-resisbeen pointed out by American
advocate comes out looking just as
tance
must
be heard and respected.
social historians. In addition co
cruel and uncaring as the pacifist.
Admittedly,
the university - that
social-religious factors, it is apAnd to top things off, both parties
faculty, staff,
is,
administration,
propriate to add that historically,
appeal to Jesus for authority.
is
not
obligated
to
students
on an individual level, the decision
This method of discourse, if
promote
pacifism
just
because
to embrace or reject pacifism has
this is as far as it goes, is problemfrequently been influenced by one's Lipscomb, H arding and Armstrong
atic. First of all, raising one moral
experience of a particular war. One did. However, because it is part
dilemma does not per se undercut
of our legacy, and because every
can see this happening during the
a moral system . No sean ce on the
incoming facul ty member is given
present war. Thus, the question of
use of war and violence .(corpoa
copy of Armstrong's biography,
activism or non-resistance is not
rate or individual) is without its
I
interpret
this to mean chat the
merely speculative or theoretical,
difficulties; every view that strives
ideas expressed within it are to be
but intensely practical and perfor coherency and consistency is
respected.
sonal, shaped by numerous ·experisusceptible to its share of hypothet- ences.
I myself am not a pacifist, but
ical dilemll!..as. The ad hominem
a
just
war advocate. In the hypoAs a church historian, I believe
depiction of an opposing viewpoint it is important for every Christian
thetical situation mentioned above,
as being unchristian or as producI would probably give the rapist
co know that "Christian paciLewis is a member of the
ing bad neighbors sidesteps the de
about
two seconds co cease and
fism" is not an oxymoron, but in
editorial board. L a ura K aiser
facto question of truth.
desist before pumping him full of
fact it has a long history. From
Another problem I have noticed
buckshot.
is the managing editor of the
the majority of che second-cenis che misuse of "proof texts" from
Even so, it is difficult for me to
tury church to the 16th-century
magazine.
Scripture. On the one hand, Jesus'
imagine Jesus doing such a thing.
European Anabaptists, to noted
The Bison regrets this error.
willingness to sacrifice himself
Far from "sitting on a couch," the
20th-century theologians such as
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HEATHER BROWNING serves as the editor-inchief for the 2006-2007 Bison. She may be
contacted at hbrownin@harding.edu or at
279-4471.
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Saints Home

To Stay
e we making this a bigger deal than it should
e? I mean really; it's a
rebuilt football stadium home
to a rebuilding football team,
right? And they were lucky to
keep the football team. So why
make a big deal about this grand
re-opening of a wrecked stadium
and support a team who only won three games last year?
Because to the city of New
Orleans, this grand 52-acre
stadium is so much more than
a place to play football or hear
a concert. Last August, it was
a temporary home for 30,000
people as the wrath of Hurricane Katrina beat mercilessly
on the coast of our great nation. Finally, New Orleans has
something to talk about besides
the hurricane. The Saints have
come home to a people who
need their football team.
It took about $185 million
to get the Louisiana Superdome
ready for her big night. Besides
obvious repairs and renovations,
the stadium was fitted with new

Odie and Minnie Guzman head the ball against Montevallo and West Florida this season. Both Bison soccer teams play at Delta State today.

~~~;~:~:~
n~f ~~B
~rother/Sister Combo Finds Success At Harding
..

by Green Day and u2 and a
coin toss by rrormer President
George H.W. Bush to start the

~:building the city of New
Orleans has been far from
smooth. Neighborhoods a few
blocks from the Superdome
are sci11 waiting to be re bui1t.
"O ur city poli·tics are st'ill
divided," said Douglas Brinkley,
author of The Great Deluge,
to reporters from the Houston
Chronicle on Monday. "People
aren't happy with the way
things are going. But everybody
is pulling for the Saints."
How important was the
Saints match-up against the
Falcons
Monday
trina might
have night?
blown "Kathe
roof off
Superdome
year,
butthe
watch
this firstlast
game
back and you may see the fans
blow the roof off it with their
noise," Mayor Ray Nagin said
to Sports Illustrated before
Monday night's game.
New Orleans did just that.
And it only took five plays to
start the roar. The Saints' Steve
Gleason blocked a punt attempt
b
al
th
ul d
in
y the on
F cons
at res
points
the board
andte
started
the march of the Saints. Drew

Odie and Minnie Guzman
don't just like to play soccer;
it's a part of who they are.
Natives of Lewisville, Texas,
they play center midfielder for
the Bison soccer teams. Even
though they support different
national soccer teams, Odie
and Minnie come together as
brother and sister to play for
Harding.
Odie and Minnie both
agree they are each other's biggest critic, and help each other
analyze their performances.
"We watch each other's
games and then talk about
what we need to do," Odt'e
said. "She pushes me to be better and tells me what I'm doing wrong."
Minnie attributes her suecess to playing with Odie and
his guy friends.
"Odie has definitely pushed
me to play at a higher level of
intensity," M innie said. "Playing at a guy's level would be
the one thing that helped me
become a quicker and more
· p l ayer."
aggressive
Odie said a girl's ability to

play with guys allows her to
dominate her female opponents.
"That's why she is a better
player," Odie said. "Her skills
are a level above other girls because of playing against guys
all of her life."
Odie and Minnie said soccer has influenced their lives
in a big way. At a younger age,
Minnie said it was one of the
biggest things that kept her and
her brother out of trouble, and
is now something that brings
them joy every time they step
on the field.
"From our position, we get
to create how the game flows,"
Odie said. "It's so much fun to
b e beh'm d th e scenes h elpmg
·
our team and putting them in
· · to score."
posltlon
Minnie said she has used
the interaction with her team
on the field to help shape her
personality.
"Having to connect and
work together with my teammates on the field has helped
me communicate with those
off the field," Minnie said. "I
play as hard as I can; I give it
r myself and my team
my all ror
like each game is my last."

Even though the brother/
sister pair barely pass the fivefoot mark in height, members
of their teams said the pair
have made a large influence on
the Bison and Lady Bison soccer teams.
"Minnie has made a big
impact on our team from the
very beginning," 1·unior forward Kendyl Washburn said.
"We needed somebody in the
middle and she has really come
through us."
·
Junior forward Chris Jordan said Odie brings fun to
the game of soccer.
"H e has a great attitude
when he plays and is definitely
a leader on our team," Jordan
sa1'd .
Odie began his career at
the age of rour,
r
M'mme
·
wh'l
1e
waited a few years and soon
followed at age seven.
"I never played with Barbies growing up," Minnie said.
"I always did what my brother
did; I guess I was kind of a
tomboy."
Odie and Minnie said they
didn't fight very much growing
up.
"'v'e
both had the same
W4
friends in the neighborhood

Brees was perfect all night, along
with solid rushing from McAllister and Bush. The Saints'
defense limited Falcon's quarterback Michad Vick to 12 of 31
passes on the night.
"I never in my life heard a
crowd roar so loud," Vick said
to reporters after the game. "It
just goes to show the appreciation they have for having the
New Orleans Saints back in
the dome . . .I commend them
for that. They deserve it."
It was a 23-3 romp of the
Falcons that resulted in so
much more than a 3-0 record
for the Saints. It restored hope.
For a few hours Monday night,
residents of New Orleans celebrated with pride their Saints'
football team in a stadium seen
as a symbol of recovery. With
the game ball presented to the
city of New Orleans and signs
of "Saints are here to stay'' scatCRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison
tered among the crowd, it was
Quarterback David Knighton rushes for a few yards against Arkansas-Monticello Sept. 23. Knighton collected
a night to remember and so
38 yards and a touchdown for the Bisons' 29-21 victory.
much more than a game.

and played together all the
time," said Odie. "We were
pretty much best friends."
Odie said their father, Ricardo, introduced chem to
the game and took them our
to practice on a regular basis.
When her brother began playing soccer, Minnie said she was
encouraged by her parents to
take up the sport as well. She
was involved m gymnastics
but decided to follow in her
, brother's footsteps and pick up
soccer.
"I've always wondered what
it would have been like if I'd
stuck with the gym team," Minnie said. "It was a choice and I'm
glad I made the one I did."
Od'1e and M'mnte
· sat'd t h ey
moved from California to
N or th -r
.Lexas when they were
eight and seven years old, and
they played soccer from elementary school through high
school. Although their high
school teams weren't very suecessful, Odie and Minnie said
they found a way to expand
their soccer abilities and play
at a higher level: club soccer.
Odie's club soccer team went
to the U.S. vouth
Nat1'onal
u
Championships and finished

3rd overall.
Odie and Minnie both went
for yet a higher level of competition: the Olympic Development Program.
"Everybody tries out from
North Texas," Odie said. "They
take the best of the best from
all around." Odie and Minnie
were both chosen to compete
in the ODP. Minnie's team
made it to the regional level
and won. Odie made the state
team and placed.
Odie said people ask them
why they chose to come to a
private, NCAA II school.
"I just wanted to be in a
place that I could be encouraged
to grow in a godly way," Odie
sat'd. "I loved the peopIe when I
visited here and just knew this is
where I needed to be."
Minnie said she wasn't sure
if she wanted to go to college
with her brother.
"But he kept saying how
cool it was and how amazing
the people were," Minnie said.
"I visited and really liked the
atmosphere and Christian focus."
Both Bison and Lady Bison soccer teams p1ay at D e1ta
State today.

Bisons Face West
Alabama Tomorrow
sons host the West Alabama
Tigers at First Security Stadium at 6 p.m. on Saturday.
Harding senior running
Saturday's game features the
back Kyle Wess earned Gulf two top-ranked offensive teams
South Conference Offensive in the GSC, with both teams
Player of the Week honors averaging more than 30 points
for his performance against and 390 yards per game.
Arkansas-Monticello.
Wess
The running game prorushed for a career-high 200 pelled Harding to a 29-21
yards and became the first Bi- victory over Arkansas-Montison to rush for 200 yards since cello on a wet night at home
Robert Lolohea ~mpleted the on Sept. 23. The win snapped
feat against West Georgia i~ Harding's two-game losing
2001. Wess currently leads the streak and handed the team
GSC with 496 yards rushing its first GSC victory of 2006,
and averages seven yards per giving the Bisons a 2-2 overall
record and a 1-1 record in concarry.
Wess hopes for continued ference play.
'success when the Harding Bi-

AMANDA PRUITT

assistant editor

see FOOTBALL page 2B
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Club Softball Done Till Spring

· Athlete Of The Week

TYLER NEESE
staff writer

• GSC Offensive Player of
the Week
%: .

• 8th Bison to rush for 200
yards in a game all-time

r•-••--•

• Leads. GSC in rushing
yards per game
CRAIG RAINBOLTrrhe Bison
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It's 1987•.. Again

h e close of September
welcomes the rise of the
familiar sights and sounds
'of postseason baseball. The 2006
major league playoffs look to be
so memorable, I almost feel like
I've seen them before. Sure, the
calendar might read otherwise,
but the teams and records speak
-0f those bygone days of 1987.
Back in 1987, the fen ce-swinging Minnesota Twins ground
.o ut a World Series victory over
the St. Louis Cardinals in seven
games.
; G uess what? The Twins are
;back in the playoffi for the fourth
p me in five years with a host of
;other teams familiar to success
,n the 1980s.
: WiththeTwins andthe Decroit
:Tigers lockingawaytwoAmerican
:League playoff spots with St.
;Louis attempting to avoid an
;epic collapse to take home the
:National League Central crown
,once again in 2006, three of the
four playoff teams from 1987
are back in the hunt for a World
~eries pennant.
: Granted, more teams qualify
for the playoffs these days. Now
eight teams are invited to the
'postseason, and nearly everyone
gives an upper hand to the eversuccessful N ew York Yankees.
Still, could it be possible to
relive sports history, given the
similarities? Is this, once again,
a year for the Twins?
.

AMANDA PRUITT
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Minnesota first baseman Justin
Morneau slugged 34 home runs
this year with just six games left
to play. Morneau is the first Twin
to hit more than 30 home runs
in a year since Tom Brunansky,
Gary Gaetti and Kent Hrbek
all performed the feat in 1987.
Current Twin Torii Hunter joined
Morneauonthe30-homerplateau
weeks later by swatting a home
run Sept. 25 against the Kansas
City Royals.
The Hubert H . Humphrey
Metrodome - nicknamed the
"Homerdome" - proved to
be a hitter-friendly park for the
Twins when the park opened in
1982. The team learned early
on to use the deafening crowd,
the white ceilings and artificial
turf to its advantage. While the
Twins might have been one of
most abysmal teams away from
the dome in 1987, Minnesota
finished 56-25 en route to a
92-70 first-place finish in the
American League West.
The Metrodome still provides
magic for the Twins. In 2006,
Minnesota has a nearly identical
record as the 1987 club, going
52-24 at home with just four
games left to play.

The fall club softball season
recently came to a close. With
championship games wrapping
up and potluck games beginning,
many clubs are getting ready
for the next installment of club
sports and anticipating the next
round of softball.
Many students enjoy the softball
season not only because of the
competition, but because of the
social aspect as well. Most games
draw large crowds of students.
With most clubs entering at least
two teams and the club season
coinciding with intramural
softball, chances are a game can
be found at the intramural fields
at least a couple of nights a week
early in the fall semester.
"I love the competition club
softball brings out in people;
almost every game is exciting
and you never how it will end,"
junior Eric Ramirez, athletic
director for 1NT said. "It's also a
great way for incoming freshmen
who wish to pledge a club to get
to know clu.b members outside

of mixers."
O ne major change in club
softball this year is the addition
of Gamma Sigma Phi in large
club competition . Until th is
season the club participated in
small club sports.
"I think that the move to large
club sports has been good," junior
Gamma Sigma Phi member Mm:h~
Perring said. "The move to large
club sports allows for more teams,
which means more guys can get
involved and have an opportunity
to play. I believe it has also helped
us learn to play together."
Knights won the Large Club
"A" team championship in a
game against Gamma Sigma
Phi, who clenched the "B" team
championship. Beta Omega Chi
won both the "A" and "B" team
championships in small club
competition. In girls, competition
Delta Gamma Rho won both the
"A" and "B" team titles.
Several studen ts expressed
how they believe club softball
at Harding is unique because of
the sportsmanship and attitude
of the players.
"Club softball is my favorite

club sport because of the friendly
competition·among teams," said
junior Ju Go Ju member Lauren
Roberts, who plays on the club's
"A" team. "Everyone usually
has a good attitude despite the
outcome of the game."
Softball is one of the most
popular men's club sports, with
38 teams participating this season
acco'rding to Jim Gowen, director
of men's intramurals.
"This softball season has been
pretty exciting and the games
have been very competitive,"
junior intramural worker Joey
Gates said. "Lots of people have·
participated and h:ve come to
support the teams.
Softball d iffers from the
rest of the club sports in that a
second softball season is offered
in the spring, allowing clubs two
oppornmities to earn points towards
the overall championship .
The n ext club spo rt will
begin in early October with
flag football for both men and
women. Volleyball will be the
final club sport offered for the fall
semester and will follow shortly
after flag football.

After haunting the basement
of the league for nearly 20 years,
the lowly Tigers are in the playoffs
for the first time since .. . 1987.
Detroit fans have had precious
little to cheer about in quite some
time since the Tigers are usually
all but eliminated from playoff
contention by April. After all,
2006 marks just the first winning
season for D etroit since 1993.
Provided that the sluggish
Cardinals can hold off the surging
Houston Astros, the Cardinals
will be returning once more to
the playoffs. Though the 1987
St. Louis club featured a basestealing threat at nearly every
position and won 97 games on
its way to the N ational League
Pennant, the 2006 edition can .
only hope to limp across the
finish line with a win total in
the low 80s.
Few remember how the New
York Mets fared in 1987, looking
instead to the team's World Series
Championship in 1986. The Mets
nearly reached the playoffs again
in 1987, however, finishing just
three games behind St. Louis.
New York will be the only team
in the 2006 playoffs to feature
CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison
two players who were in the
Freshman
outside
hitter
Manuela
Nesheva,
from
Lukovit,
Bulgaria,
returns
a
hit
against
Arkansas-Monticello
Sept. 19.
major leagues in 1987: pitcher
Tom ·G lavine and 48-year-old
first baseman, Julio Franco.
Break out the big hair and
emailed her asking her to come M issouri Southern, Nesheva
legwarmers, folks, because the HAYLEY TODD
staff
writer
play
for Harding.
acquired 20 kills.
1987 playoffs have returned.
"I know coming here was a
"Her confidence is already
Students often have trouble culture shock for her, but she is there," senior Katie Westmoreland
adjusting to college life, especially open to everything and has a great said. "She just jumps up and
those far froin h o m e . For attitude" Giboney said.
takes a swing every time she gets
freshman M anuela Nesheva,
Overall it seems that Nesheva the chance."
Nesheva said the girls on the
Q uarterback James Reiter coming from a different country is adjusting well to the differences
will be starting for West Ala- to H arding to play volleyball is in culture. The only difficulty for team are helping her adjust to
life in the United States and to
her has been on the court.
bama. Through four games, another story.
Nesheva
came
from
Lukovit,
"It
has
been
difficult
getting
playing volleyball at Harding.
Reiter has passed for 697 yards
Bulgaria to the United States used to playing volleyball here,"
"The girls on the team are really
and six touchdowns.
Defense will be the key for August 10., two days before the Nesheva said. "It is so different nice," Nesheva said. "They have
than playing in Bulgaria. The rules helped me a lot getting used to
the Bisons, who have allowed rest of her team .
Nesheva came to play volleyball and game are different, but the things here."
more than 500 yards in a game
Where volleyball is concerned
twice and opponents averaging at H arding by pure ch ance. main point is the same."
According to Coach Giboney Nesheva said she always tries to
just over 30 points per game. O riginally sending a video of her
The team may have reached to the University ofArkansas at and team members, it is not only do her best.
"Some games I d on't play so
a turning point, however, as Little Rock, the coach at UALR her accuracy that makes her a
great
player
decided
to
contact
Coach
Keith
but
her
confidence
well,
but everyday is different,"
Harding allowed . just 261
Nesheva said. "Every day another
yards against UAM last week Giboney at Harding. After on the court.
In H ard ing's game against girl will play better."
and forced two turnovers. reviewing Nesheva's video, Giboney
Defensive back Robert Towns
nabbed his 11th career interc~ption in the third q uarter.
Sevohn Greer leads the Bisons with 31 tackles and ranks
fourth in the GSC. He and
Carlilse Johnson are currently
tied for the team lead in sacks
-Basic Cake Decor(lting
-Ebay for Beginners
with two and a half each.
-Beginning Smocking
Bride
-The
Frugal
H arding leads the all-time
dyeing Fabric Basics
-Hand
-Beginners
Quilting
series against West Alabama
-Introduction
to Computers
Drawing
-Beginning
6-5 . The Bisons have won five
-The
Book
of
Ruth
of six meetings at First Security
-Financial Workshop for Individual Investors
Stadium .

Bulgarian Volleyball P ayer Thrives In GSC'

FOOTBALL: Big Offense Expected Saturday
CONTINUED from page 1

"We needed to improve and
gain some confidence," H arding head football coach Randy
Tribble said .
West Alabama is currently 31 and coming off its first defeat
of the season, losing to H enderson State 3 1-10 last week.
"Our offensive line has really matured," Tribble said.
"Kyle has turned into an exceptional back for us."
Rushing has been a mainstay
for the Bisons in recent weeks, as
H arding has accumulated more
than 200 yards rushing twice
this season. Junior Ardell Briggs
rushed for 80 yards and scored
a pair of rushing touchdowns
against UAM. Even quarterback
D avid Knighton took advantage
of the running game last Saturday, breaking away for a careerlong 42-yard touchdown run.
No matter how much the
Bisons elect to run in the
game, Harding can still score

off the pass. Knighton opened
the season with a GSC Offensive Player of the Week performance against Southwest
Baptist, passing for 4 16 yards,
and four touchdowns. He is
currently tied for first in the
conference wi th 10 touchdown passes.
"We want to be a balanced offense," Tribble said. "By balanced
I don't mean that we just want to
run for 200 yards or pass for 200
yards every game. We want to be
able to go either way depending
on how the opponent plays us."
West Alabama boasts a rushing game with running back
Jerin Wright trailing only Wess
in the GSC individual rushing
leader. West Alabama also features the top-ranked scoring
offense in the GSC, averaging
36 points per game.
"They have an explosive offense," Tribble said. "I don't
think anyone's going to get shut
out. We just hope to slow them
down."

Your d a d will love .getting a bill

from us because he will know
that we took good care of you .

It's tiDle!

to enroll for Fall 2006 noncredit

continuing education classes!

Class titles include:

-Myers-Briggs Indicator: Personality Types
-Flower Arranging & Decorating Using Silks

Classe s start t h e week of October 2 nd
h

Detailed information can be found at
://www.hardin .edu/FUNIclasses .html
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(A nd you didn't have to worry about the money!)
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Mediterranean MinUte-Meal

Lectureship

European Seafood Redpe Easy To Follow, Fairly Cheap
curing. Also, on the list were
artichoke hearts, sun dried
tomatoes and capers. I am not
cipes are to college
a fan of artichoke hearts or
tudents as the Pitomatoes, so I opted to leave
ates' Code is to the
them out completely (hence
the recipe being merely guiderew of the Black
lines). I had no idea whether
Pearl: more like guidelines.
or not this would affect the
Recently, I wanted to cook
flavor of the dish, but I was
dinner for some friends, but
I did not have unlimited
willing to take the risk.
resources of time or money.
Now on to a bigger probWhen choosing a recipe, I
lem: in my culinary ignosearched eagerly for a heading rance, I did not know what
of "Fabulous One-Ingredient
capers were or where to find
Meals In Less Than Five Min- them. My sister told me they
utes." When I finally realized
were like olives. My mother
Easy Mac was the only way
told me they were like onions.
I was going to achieve this, I
I am more inclined to believe
moved on to a more realistic
my mother, but that still did
not help me. Unfortunately,
set of criteria.
an "Onions and Things Like
I wanted a recipe that
called for ingredients I either
Them" section does not exist.
already had or were common
After scouring the produce
enough that I could swing by
section for 10 minutes (where
aisle 6 at Wal-Mart and find
my mother told me they
easily. I chose a recipe with
would be), I gave up and
seven ingredients and that
ruled the capers the same fate
were in small portions so I
as had befallen the previous
could buy just what I needed
two ingredients. The remainand' the rest wouldn't go
ing items on the list were
to waste. I made my shoplemon juice and pasta (over
which the dish was served),
ping list, charted my course,
which were already kitchen
trimmed my sails, but hit
some rough waters along the
must-haves and were not a
way.
problem.
The recipe I chose was
I steered my vessel back
"Mediterranean Shrimp
home to begin the daunting
Scampi" from the Food
task of creating something edNetwork Web site, a reputable ible out of what I had bought.
source for all things edible.
I chopped the zucchini and
The recipe's primary ingrediput it in the pan to saute with
ent is a 16 oz. box of frozen
the shrimp and its nice garlic
shrimp scampi, which should
butter sauce. Meanwhile, I
have been easy enough. How- made the pasta, and while the
ever, this posed a problem,
shrimp was cooking, I added
although I wasn't sure at first
the lemon juice to the shrimp
how serious of a problem it
and zucchini to offset the rich
was: only a 12 oz. box was
garlic butter flavor. In about
available. I debated buying
I 0 minutes, the shrimp was
two boxes, but I made a quick fully cooked, the zucchini was
decision and just bought
tender and the pasta was done
one (at $5.98 a box, it wasn't
soon as well. In what seemed
a hard decision) . Next was
like no time at all, the dish
zucchini, which was nicely
was ready to serve.
labeled in the produce section,
Overall, I would consider
and I had no difficulty promy concoction a success. The
MELISSA MCDONALD

assistant copy editor
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Dr. Bruce Mclarty, Vice President of Spiritual Life, addresses the audience at the Benson Auditorium
Sept. 24 as Sunday's keynote speaker. The overall theme for the 83rd annual lectureship, "Engaging the
World," came from I Peter.

Club Visitation:
Oct. 2-4
.
.
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FOod:
Sudoku

flavor was vc:;ry rich, despite
the lemon juice, and tasty in
its own regard. It was unlike
anything I had eaten before.
However, the recipe boasts
four to six servings, but the
dish barely served two. In
retrospect, another box of
shrimp might have been a
good idea. The recipe was very
simple with easy directions
and no guesswork. Even I, the:
antithesis of a good cook, was ·
able to follow a few easy steps :
and create something deli·
cious.

Games & Puzzles
Cryptique
.----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Mark Nizer 8 p.m. Benson Auditorium, Sept. 29

ed2go
Learn at home with online courses
Courses start each month

How do online classes work?
All courses begin on Wednesday and run for
six weeks. Each course consists of 12 lessons
and can be accessed over the Internet at any
time of day or night. All courses require Internet
access, e-mail, and a Netscape or Internet
Explorer Web browser.

14 Acre Corn Maze •Hay Rides •Shaded Picnic Area
Corn Cannon • Pumpkins & Fall Ornamentals for Purchase
(870) 9 19-6162 •Hwy. 64 • 3 Miles East of Augusta

Join us on Friday and Saturday nights for
nightime trips though the corn maze
and a Bonfire!

Bring a Flashlight!!

~~

How do I register to take on line classes?
1. Go to www.ed2go.com/hardingu and complete
the registration process.
2. Attend required orientation for your course. At
the Web site, click on the link "orientation."
3. The day your course begins, click the
"classroom" link and then log in with the
information you provided in orientation.

Hundreds of courses to choose from!
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How To Grow A Good Alb11nl

ALEXA JOHNSTON

LINDSEY LOWE
news editor

What
Of It?

12 Is The New 2

W

alk through
the doors and
mmediately
smell the wide
array of aromas consuming
the room. Smoky meat being
grilled, sweet sugary-applesbeing baked in the oven - already my mouth is watering,
but instead of helping myself
to heaping portions of tender
brisket, I turn to the salad bar
and start to make the most
delicious cuisine: four leaves
of lettuce, three cherry tomatoes and a couple of carrots
for good measure. OK now,
if this actually sounded like
it would satisfy my hunger,
I would be more delusional
than the emaciated models on
the runway.
Much to my surprise, recent events show some people
in the fashion world are finally
taking a stand and saying "not
anymore" to the pressures of
keeping a dangerous weight.
Spain's fashion week banned
models that were too skinny.
They in turn made the rule
that models 5-feet-9-inches
tall had to weigh a minimum
of 123 pounds, according to
a Sept. 10 article on the ABC
Web site. All I have to say is
"it's about time!" To think
- people go without food
to the point of harming their
bodies just to look right in an
outfit.
Now, we should all keep
in mind I know what it's like
to want to look nice in 'some
great new dress I just got, but
there is a difference between
taking care of yourself and
hurting yoursel£ For as long
as I can remember, there is a
constant battle between being
too fat or too skinny. Here's
my two cents, take it for what
it's worth: Eat healthy, exercise
regularly and occasionally
treat yourself to mom's homemade chocolate chip cookies.
Some may be out there,
thinking "well, this doesn't
include me, I don't have a
problem." Well, good for you,
but the person sitting next
to you may see a model on
TV and compare themselves
and think they need to lose
20 pounds. The truth is, it
impacts us all. If it didn't,

"Marilyn Monroe was a size 12
and people thought she was
beautiful. Being full-figured
meant you were a woman, now
it means you have too much
meat."
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ALEXA JOHNSTON
features editor
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"How To Grow a Woman
From the Ground" also has
some rather emotive songs on
it, such as "Stay Away," which
Thile wrote near the end of
his only serious relationship,
he said. The song has a deep,
lonely sound, which blends
well with the desperation in
the lyrics, and Thile's plea
near the end of the song,
"Just don't ever make me fall
in
love again," is particularly
a traditional feel, it still has
poignant.
that Thile spice. The layered
The band captures that
vocals make the bridge espeold
bluegrass sound again in
cially appealing, and I can't
the
track
tided "Breakman's
.help but belt out the words
myself: "I didn't feel so bad till Blues." This song has a little
the sun went down. I got back yodeling in it, believe it or
home with n?, one to wrap my not. It also has an appreciated
humor and a certain playfularms around.
ness that comes out primarily
I also found the group's
in
the lyrics. Thile shamelessly
cover of "Wayside (Back in
out the traditional line
sings
Time)," written by Gillian
"I
went
to a little gypsy in
Welch and David Rawla fortune telling place. She
ings, particularly enjoyable.
read my mind, and then she
How to Grow a Band brings
my face."
slapped
their unique sound to this
Overall,
I found this album
tune, though I think I love it
refreshing
and
tasteful. To
mainly for the lyrics. "Peaches
be
honest,
it's
scarcely
left
in the summertime, apples in
my CD player since I got
the fall, if I can't have you all
it. Chances are, if you like
the time, I don't want none
bluegrass, you'll appreciate
at all." The chorus is also
this
album, but if you expect a
extremely catchy, "Back, baby,
Nickel
Creek type release, you
back in time. I wanna go back
just
may
be disappointed.
to when you were mine."

Charley's Pizza Soothes Hunger Pains

E

.

I

'm not going to lie. I am
a die-hard Chris Thile
fan. What's more, I'm
a bluegrass lover to the
bone. So, needless to say,
when I heard Thile's new music was goi~g to dabble more
in the bluegrass genre, my
anticipation was heightened.
Thile's album, "How to Grow
a Woman From the Ground,"
is not exactly a solo release.
The appropriately-namt;d
group, How to Grow a Band,
backs him up on this one, and
is made up of Noam Pikelny
on banjo, Greg Garrison on
bass, Chris Eldridge on acoustic guitar and Gabe Witcher
on fiddle.
All you Thile fans, and
Nickel Creek fans for that
matter, know you never know
what to expect from this guy.
He's an unbelievable mandolin player, but he's also an
innovator, and every album is
a bit of a surprise. This album
is no different, except Chris
is going back to the old stuff
on several tunes and playing some more traditional
bluegrass.
"How to Grow a Woman

From the Ground" begins
with a delightful, up-tempo
instrumental called "Watch
'At Breakdown." A banjo kickoff followed by Thile's thick
chop s~ts the stage for a pretty
chaotic song. It's a controlled
chaos though, which is broken at times by a ~eandering
melody seasoned with' tasteful
syncopation to keep things
interesting. (Check out Thile's
break at 3: 11. Extraordinary.)
"Watch 'At Breakdown" is
just a little preview for what's
to come. There are several
stimulating instrumentals on
the record, including "The
Beekeeper," which really
showcases the collective talent
of these musicians. It's pretty
crazy how tight they sound,
seeing as their playing time
together has been considerably short. There is. definitely
some noticeable chemistry between these players and Thile,
their charismatic leader.
The album also has some
amazing covers, including
a rendition of Jack White's
"Dead Leaves and the Dirty
Ground." Some ofThile's
breaks on this one are reminiscent of the style of Bill
Monroe, the father of bluegrass, and though the song has

why are all the weight-loss
programs still in business and
reality shows on who can lose
the most amount of weight?
Exactly. It's not to say eat as
much as you want, because
you would then go to the
opposite extreme. The point
is, we need to stop promoting a malnourished person as
appealing. Girls need to stop
seeing women in magazines
and think to themselves, "My
arms need to be smaller so my
shoulders jut out like that."
Perhaps they don't think it in
those exact words, but girls
(and I'm sure guys as well)
analyze themselves.
Marilyn Monroe was a size
12 and people thought she
was beautiful. Being full-figured meant you were a woman, now it means you have too
much meat. The reality is, we
are all different with different
bodies and different shapes.
Maybe you think you already
know that, but, according to
the Harvard Eating Disorders
Center, in the United States it
is estimated that 5- 10 million
girls and women and 1 million boys and men are battling
eating disorders.
People roll their eyes all the
time when someone orders
"just a salad," but then they
make comments if someone
is looking a bit plump. It has
become ingrained in all of us
of what the "normal" weight
is. We see it on TV, it's the
magazines with super skinny
models, and filters down to
the people on the streets. I applaud the people in Spain who
took a stand to say it is OK
to have hips and it is OK to
eat a cheeseburger every once
and again. It isn't OK to go
without food just your body
CRAIG RAINBOLTffhe Bison
to an unnatural weight, and it
Charley's Pizza, located on Main Street, awaits hungry patrons with easy on the wallet prices. Charley's Pizza offers selections of Italian favorites and
is not attractive to look like a
skeleton with skin. Maybe this Greek gyros.
model ban isn't the end-all
be-all to the skinny epidemic,
but it is a step in the right
direction.
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-cozy atmosphere
-wireless internet access
.
-great drinks & delicious food

Come over and enjoy o·ur

new 900 sq. ft. deck!

I

f someone had never told
me, I wouldn't have even
known Charley's Pizza
was in Searcy, which
would have been my own loss.
Discreetly placed on Main
Street, Charley's family-run
restaurant offers classic handtossed pizza along with other
Italian options, perfect for
an after-game victory dinner
or a break from the everyday
cafeteria experience.
Upon entering, the restaurant appears the same

WWW.

as any other neighborhood
favorite - checkered tables
with metal chairs and local
high school and college jerseys
accompanied with pictures.
Immediately you know you're
welcomed. After seating
ourselves, we're quickly waited
on. Seeing as how this is a
Pepsi restaurant, I ordered
the next best thing to Coke
- Diet Dr. Pepper.
I glanced over the menu
to see everything reasonably

priced and spot a personal
favorite - pepperoni calzones. If it was just normal
pizza it would have to be plain .
cheese, but for some reason
when it's made into a calzone,
the pepperoni must be added.
Now, some places can make
calzones really right but some
can make them really wrong. I
chose to take the risk anyways
and was glad I did. By first
glance, I notice how much of
the plate it took up and for
only $5.95 - not bad at all.
The crust was perfectly crisp
on the outside and soft on
the inside, while the filling

was just the right proportion
of cheese and pepperoni. The
side of marinara sauce wasn't
too salty, too bland or too
chunky, and I had just enough
for every bite of my calzone.
I will say, "Don't forget to
order a side of napkins." That
is if you insist on dabbing the
grease away like me.
I left with both my stomach and wallet equally satisfied. If you aren't counting
calories but are counting the
dollar bills, Charley's Pizza
would definitely be the place
to stop for a bite .to eat with
some-friends.
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FREE
thebison. Eye
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with -

SPECIAL!
Student HairCuts

Color

$1 o~o

• 268-7035 .
Walk-in s Welcome

Student Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.

FREE

Eyewax
with
Cut & Style
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